Choose the RIGHT TREATED LUMBER FOR YOUR PROJECT.
Whether you’re building a deck or a fence, it’s important to understand which treated lumber to use for your next project. Making an educated decision will help prevent rot and decay in the future. ProWood lumber is available in a variety of treatments:

**ProWood Light Duty**
- Landscape Timbers
- Lattice
- Fence Pickets*

Formerly “UFP-Treated”. ProWood Light Duty is not for structural uses and does not conform to AWPA/ESR standards. This can be used for split rail fencing, lattice and landscape timbers.

**ProWood Above Ground**
- Fence Pickets*
- Decking*
- Rafters
- Studs
- Balusters & Railings
- Plywood*
- Sill Plate

ProWood Above Ground is best suited for areas that are at least 6 inches above ground and are easily replaced or maintained. Not suitable for deck joists or near ground uses.
ProWood Ground Contact is our most widely used, general purpose treated lumber. It can be used for above ground, on the ground, in the ground, and for freshwater application. Primary uses are areas that will experience frequent or prolonged moisture and for items critical to the integrity of the structure, such as beams, joist and stringers.

For the toughest jobs, ProWood Critical Structure gets the call. It’s made to withstand the harshest conditions and can be used for critical structure, ground contact, and even saltwater use. The go-to choice for supporting permanent structures.

ProWood Borate is designed for interior use. It’s treated lumber that is compatible with the same fasteners used for untreated wood, but still offers protection against rot and termites. It’s great for sill plates, studs, and rafters.

* Products available in different treatment retentions - refer to end tag for proper application.